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Abstract: High-voltage direct-current (HVDC) grids may provide fast frequency support to ac grids with the aid of supplementary control algorithms and synthetic inertia contribution from offshore wind farms. However, when all converters within the HVDC grid are fitted with these supplementary controllers, undesirable power flows and reduced power transfers may occur during a power imbalance. This is due to simultaneous frequency oscillations on the different ac systems connected to the HVDC grid arising during the support operation. To prevent this adverse effect, an auxiliary dead-band controller (ADC) is proposed in this paper. The ADC modifies the dead-band set-point of the fast frequency controllers using measurements of rate of change of frequency and frequency deviation. A four-terminal HVDC integrated with an offshore wind farm is modelled to analyse and study the effectiveness of three different supplementary fast frequency control algorithms. Results show that the proposed ADC scheme improves the performance of fast frequency control algorithms. For completeness, a small-signal stability analysis is carried out to confirm that a stable system operation is maintained.

1. Introduction

Offshore wind generation will provide a major share of the world’s future energy generation mix. It is expected that the total offshore wind capacity in Europe will be 23 GW by 2020 and it is projected to rise to 66 GW by 2030 [1]. Power generated from this renewable source will be mainly transmitted using high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) systems. In Great Britain the wind resource is very high and it is expected that 9 GW of HVDC interconnection and 22 GW of offshore wind capacity will replace 13 GW of conventional generation capacity by 2020 [2].

HVDC converters, wind turbines (WTs) and other power electronics based low carbon generators do not contribute to the system inertia. Therefore, changes in the generation mix of power systems with a high penetration of renewables will lead to a major reduction in the total inertia [3]. This reduction translates into higher frequency deviations and a faster rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) when the grid experiences a disturbance [3].

Given the projected changes in the power generation mix, it is important to ensure the stability and security of the power system. For this, the transmission system operators set Grid Codes. For instance, the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) requires voltage source converters (VSCs) to provide ancillary services to the interconnected ac grids. Some of these services include fault-ride through and fast frequency support from multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) grids [4], [5].

Conventional synchronous generators automatically respond to system imbalance by releasing kinetic energy stored in their rotating shafts to maintain equilibrium between generation and demand. The amount of kinetic energy released is proportional to the inertia of the rotating machine [6]. However, HVDC-connected offshore wind farms (OWFs) do not behave this way. If variable-speed WTs are employed, their power electronics based grid side converter (GSC) decouples the generator’s frequency from the grid’s frequency and therefore, an imbalance in the power system cannot be detected [7]. To address this, synthetic inertia schemes from OWFs and coordination of fast frequency support from ac systems connected to HVDC systems have been proposed [8]. In WTs, synthetic inertia is possible using supplementary control loops which release stored kinetic energy in the turbine to support the system frequency during an imbalance [9].

Several supplementary control schemes for the coordination of fast frequency support from VSC-MTDC have been proposed in the open literature. They aim to provide quick power transfer from OWFs or from other ac systems connected to the dc grid and the VSC capacitors. In general, the supplementary schemes can be classified as either communication-based or communications-free. Communication-based frequency support control uses communication channels such as optical fibre and SCADA to transmit frequency measurements between the different converter stations in the dc grid [11], [12]. These methods use the frequency deviation or the frequency derivative to modulate active power from the wind farms or other onshore grids as in [13].

Communication-free schemes use local signals, such as dc voltage, to reflect the changes in the ac grid frequency. With these methods, response times during frequency support are minimised and potential issues arising from communication links are removed, together with risks associated to communication delays and signal interruptions [15]. Moreover, it has been shown in [11] that communication-free schemes can achieve a quite similar frequency support performance as communication-based methods. Due to these attributes, the scope of this work is restricted to communication-free frequency support schemes.

Among these, the main schemes are based on proportional droop controllers: frequency-active-power ($f-P$) droop, frequency-de-link-voltage ($f-V_{dc}$) droop and dual loop (which
combines frequency vs dc-voltage vs active power (f-$V_{dc}$-$P$) characterstics [5], [7], [16].

A derivative based supplementary control has been also proposed in the literature; however, it does not provide as much support as the proportional droop control methods [17], [18]. Although these schemes have been tested and shown to be effective on MTDC grids, it has been assumed that not every ac system connected to the MTDC grid requires frequency support. Thus, only the onshore VSCs connected to the ac system requiring the fast frequency support service have been fitted with the auxiliary loops [5], [7], [16]. If all the onshore VSCs are upgraded with the supplementary controllers, those converters connected to the main ac grid experiencing a disturbance would be the first to activate their frequency sensitive mode. However, the other ac grids may begin to experience a drop in frequency when they provide support in response to the disturbance and, in turn, this would activate the frequency sensitive mode of those VSCs connected to them. This would ultimately cause their dc voltage droop control to deactivate. Such operation could result in undesirable power flows and reduced power transfers through the MTDC grid, limiting the overall ability to provide frequency support due to potential adverse interactions between the different VSC supplementary control schemes [16].

To address the aforementioned shortcoming, the operation of an MTDC system upgraded with the main fast frequency control schemes reported in literature is investigated. All onshore VSCs are fitted with the supplementary controllers. An auxiliary dead-band control (ADC) scheme is proposed to work alongside the fast frequency control algorithms. As it will be observed, the ADC scheme improves the frequency support capability of the conventional methods and ensures system stability during multiple ac system frequency oscillations. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed ADC scheme, a four-terminal VSC-HVDC system with one OWF connected to three separate ac systems is modelled in MATLAB/Simulink. The OWF is suitably controlled to provide frequency support via synthetic inertia during these studies. Given that the penetration of power electronics connected renewable sources is increasing and if supplementary controllers and synthetic inertia are added, it is important to investigate their impact on system stability. Therefore, the effects of these fast frequency support schemes and of the ADC on the entire power system operation was investigated using small-signal stability analysis.

This paper builds on the initial results presented in [19]. The inertial contribution of OWF is considered here in coordination with the frequency support and it changes the system behaviour. The main contributions of the paper are: (1) the coordination of fast frequency algorithms in MTDC grids and synthetic inertia from OWFs under single and multiple imbalances; (2) the stability of the system is quantified to demonstrate an improved system operation during imbalances when supplementary frequency controllers are fitted to all converters in the dc grid; (3) a small-signal stability study of the MTDC system (including the OWF and ac grids) is carried out to demonstrate system stability.

## 2. Control of DC Grid Converters

Onshore converter control in an MTDC grid ensures a correct power balance among converters. The architecture consists of a cascaded control loop structure based on dq transformations to achieve an independent control of active and reactive power. A fast-inner control loop regulates the d and q-axis currents. DC voltage, power, ac voltage and reactive power are controlled with outer loops [4], [20]. To this end, constant power, constant dc voltage or dc voltage-active power droop control can be used.

Droop control is employed in this paper for dc voltage ($V_{dc}$) and power ($P$) control. The onshore GSCs employ $V_{dc}$-$P$ control on the d-axis and reactive power ($Q$) or ac voltage ($V$) control on the q-axis. A power-dc voltage droop creates a proportional relationship between voltage and power. Since dc voltage control in a dc grid is analogous to frequency control in ac grids, the dc voltage will change in response to variations in dc current. This change in dc voltage can be used as an indicator for converters to share the power imbalance. Droop control also allows for redundancy in comparison to master-slave control [17]. In a master-slave control scheme, a single converter regulates the dc voltage of the MTDC grid. If this slack converter is lost, then the operation of the dc grid will be compromised. However, the responsibility of controlling the dc voltage can be distributed over a number of converters if droop control is employed. Thus, losing one converter will not lead to the outage of the dc grid [21].

The offshore wind farm converter (WFC) creates an ac voltage with fixed magnitude, frequency and phase angle. The WFCs gather all the power generated from OWFs and transfer it into the dc grid [20]. Fig. 1(a) shows the control structures in a three-terminal scheme, with onshore VSCs 1 and 2 operating in $V_{dc}$-$P$ droop.

### 3. Wind Turbines Temporary Overproduction

In this paper, the OWF is made of 150 aggregated fully rated converter WT units of 5 MVA each based on permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs). The OWF has a total rated capacity of 750 MVA. It is assumed that the OWF operates at wind speed of 10.5 m/s and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is used to regulate the rotational speed of the generator to obtain the maximum power.

Fig. 1(b) shows the PMSG-WT control scheme. The rotor side converter (RSC) regulates the torque (or power) from the PMSG while the network side converter (NSC) regulates the dc voltage. More information on the detailed modelling of the PMSG-WT can be found in [22]. The OWF also contributes to support the frequency of the ac systems by inertia emulation. Inertial contribution from WTs for frequency support is well discussed in the literature [12], [23], [24].

Temporary overproduction is the inertia emulation strategy considered in this paper and it is shown in Fig. 1(c). It involves a temporary step increase in the power/torque generated from the WT [23], [24], [19]. When the WTs detect a decline in system frequency, they reduce their speed to release 5-10% extra power from the stored kinetic energy in their rotating shafts. This temporary overproduction of power is held for some seconds and then the WT speed begins to increase to resume its original operating condition.

For frequency support provision, the offshore WFC must be fitted with a supplementary dc voltage-frequency ($V_{dc}$-$f$) droop controller [7], [12]. This varies the frequency of the offshore ac system based on changes to the dc voltage according to

$$f_{off} = f_{off,0} - k_{off}(V_{dc,0} - V_{dc})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
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where $k_{df}$ is the dc voltage-frequency droop gain, $f_{df}$ is the offshore ac grid frequency, and $f_{ref}$ is the reference frequency. The $V_{dc}-f$ droop scheme is shown in Fig. 1(d).

4. MTDC Fast Frequency Support Schemes

In this section, the frequency control schemes are classified as switching and non-switching based schemes. In the switching-based schemes, there is a switch between one droop to the other. Conversely, droops are used together or communications are employed for frequency control in the non-switching based schemes.

4.1. Switching-based Frequency Control Schemes

4.1.1. Coordinated Control Scheme: Shown in Fig. 2(a), the coordinated control (CC) scheme uses a $P-V_{dc}$ droop during normal operation $(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} < \Delta f_{ab})$ but then switches to a supplementary $f-V_{dc}$ droop following a frequency disturbance $(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} \geq \Delta f_{ab})$ [5]. This can be expressed as follows:

$$V_{dc} = V_{dc.o} - k_{dep}(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m}) \quad (f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} < \Delta f_{ab})$$

$$V_{dc} = V_{dc.o} + k_{dep}(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m}) \quad (f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} \geq \Delta f_{ab})$$

where $k_{dep}$ is the active power-voltage droop gain and $k_{fep}$ is the frequency-voltage droop gain. The $f-V_{dc}$ droop transforms the ac frequency deviation into a proportional dc voltage signal which, in turn, modifies the reference value of the dc voltage at the VSC terminal. After recovery from the disturbance, the system will return to the original $P-V_{dc}$ droop when $(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m}) < \Delta f_{ab}$, where $\Delta f_{ab}$ is the dead-band setpoint of the frequency support loop. To prevent adverse transients from occurring, a sample and hold block is used to hold the pre-disturbance value of the dc voltage when switching to $f-V_{dc}$ droop occurs [5].

4.1.2. Alternative Coordinated Control Scheme: Shown in Fig. 2(b), the alternative coordinated control (ACC) scheme uses a $V_{dc}-P$ droop during normal operation and switches to an $f-P$ droop during a disturbance [7]. This can be expressed as:

$$P_{ac} = P_{ac.o} - k_{ep}(V_{ac.o} - V_{ac.m}) \quad (f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} < \Delta f_{ab})$$

$$P_{ac} = P_{ac.o} + k_{fep}(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m}) \quad (f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m} \geq \Delta f_{ab})$$

with

$$k_{fep} = \frac{k_{ep}}{k_{dep}}, \quad k_{ep} = \frac{1}{k_{vdc}}$$

where $k_{ep}$ is the dc voltage-active power droop gain (defined as the inverse of $k_{dep}$ for an active power-dc droop gain, see CC scheme) and $k_{fep}$ is the frequency-active power droop gain (defined in terms of the droop gains of the CC scheme). After the disturbance event is over, the system will return to the original $V_{dc}-P$ droop when $(f_{ac.o} - f_{ac.m}) < \Delta f_{ab}$. A sample and hold block is employed to hold the pre-disturbance value of the active power when switching to the $f-P$ droop occurs.

It should be highlighted that the ACC scheme enables the TSO to have direct control of the required power to be delivered by a converter by adjusting the droop gain $k_{fep}$. However, the droop gains $k_{fep}$ and $k_{dep}$ would need to be modified for a CC scheme so that an equivalent amount of power delivery is achieved.

4.2. Non-Switching Frequency Control Schemes

4.2.1. Dual-loop Control Scheme: The dual-loop control (DLC) scheme is similar to the CC scheme. However, it combines the frequency and voltage droop control techniques unlike the CC scheme, where the $P-V_{dc}$ droop is deactivated when the $f-V_{dc}$ droop is in use. It is shown in Fig. 2(c). The DLC scheme is mathematically expressed below:
\[ V_{dc} = V_{dc0} - k_P (P_{dc0} - P_{dc}) \text{, if } (P_{dc0} - P_{dc}) < \Delta f_{dc} \]
\[ V'_{dc} = V_{dc0} - k_P (P_{dc0} - P_{dc}) + k_I (f_{om0} - f_{om}) \text{, if } (f_{om0} - f_{om}) > \Delta f_{dc} \]

During normal operation, the P-V\(_{dc}\) droop is in operation and when a frequency disturbance is detected (i.e. \(f_{om0} - f_{om} < \Delta f_{dc}\)), the f-V\(_{dc}\) droop is activated and works simultaneously with the P-V\(_{dc}\) droop [16]. Therefore, there is no switching between the droops.

4.2.2 Weighted Frequency Scheme: This scheme was originally proposed as an alternative to the CC scheme. It requires fast communications of onshore frequency variations to the offshore converters. A weighted sum of the onshore ac frequency deviations is calculated, which is in turn used to control the OWPF frequency [9].

4.2.3 Other Frequency Control Schemes: Reference [12] proposes the use of joint f-P and V\(_{dc}\)-P droop controllers in the onshore converters without the use of a dead-band.

Communications-based schemes are out of the scope of this paper and hence are not discussed.

4.3 Drawback of Fast Frequency Control Schemes

When an ac system connected to an MTDC grid experiences a power disturbance, other ac grids connected to the dc grid will respond to provide support to the disturbed grid if droop control is used. While providing support, the responding grids will experience frequency variations which could exceed the dead-band set on their VSC terminal and, in turn, activate the fast frequency support schemes of the VSCs connected to them (if fitted with supplementary controllers). As a result, their voltage-power droop would be automatically disabled. Under this circumstance, no VSC in the MTDC grid will regulate the dc voltage and instability may arise. Thus, it is important to coordinate the dead-band set-point of the frequency control algorithms fitted to the different converters so that stable power flows and power transfer capability can be restored during multiple ac frequency variations.

It should be borne in mind that a future MTDC grid may encompass different control methodologies—including those presented in this paper. It would be possible that the described drawback is not applicable if a converter within the dc grid is always controlling dc voltage. However, the presence of a dc voltage controlling converter on its own would undermine the distributed control principle of droop control [10].

5 Auxiliary Dead-Band Controller

To coordinate the provision of fast frequency support in an MTDC grid and to eliminate the aforementioned drawbacks, an ADC is proposed. This is shown in Fig. 2(d). It discriminates between those VSCs connected to disturbed ac grids from those connected to responding ac grids during fast frequency support.

The ADC is connected at each converter station and is used in conjunction with the converter’s supplementary frequency controller discussed in Section 4. The ADC operates as follows: it uses the local frequency measurement of the ac grid it is connected to and uses this measurement to calculate frequency deviation \(\Delta f\) and the RoCoF. The value of \(\Delta f\) is passed through a comparator block and if it is greater than a threshold value of 0.02 Hz, an output of 1 is produced (otherwise the output is 0). The frequency deviation threshold of 0.02 Hz is selected as established by ENTSO-E [26]. Similarly, the RoCoF measurement is compared to a threshold of 0.1 Hz/s. If its value is greater than the threshold, an output of 1 is produced (otherwise an output of 0 is obtained). It should be highlighted that the RoCoF threshold value of 0.1 Hz/s is less than the current set-point of 0.25 Hz/s, which is employed to trigger protection devices [27], [28].

The outputs from the \(\Delta f\) and RoCoF comparators are then sent to an XNOR gate, which produces a true (1) output when all its inputs are either false (0) or true (1). Its logic is shown in Table 1. This way, the XNOR gate can produce an output which enables the modification of the dead-band set-point of the supplementary frequency controllers. For instance, when the XNOR output is 0, the dead-band set-point will be 0.1 Hz, conversely, when it is 1, the dead-band will be set to 0.02 Hz.
During normal ac grid operation, the ADC allows all the supplementary controllers dead-band set-points to be 0.02 Hz. This occurs as their $\Delta f$ and $\text{RoCoF}$ are less than 0.02 Hz and 0.1 Hz/s; thus, the XOR gate produces a true (1) output. During a frequency disturbance, the $\text{RoCoF}$ and $\Delta f$ begin to change. If their values exceed 0.02 Hz and 0.1 Hz/s, respectively, a true output (1) is still produced on both comparators (see Fig. 2(d)), which leads to a true (1) output from the XOR gate (see Table 1). This implies that a dead-band value of $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.02$ Hz is kept. For converters connected to the responding grids, $\Delta f$ may become higher than 0.02 Hz due to the active power they are transferring to the disturbed grid for frequency support; however, their measured $\text{RoCoF}$ may be less than 0.1 Hz/s. Under these circumstances, an XOR output of 0 is produced, which the NOT gate inverts to 1. This in turn changes the dead-band from $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.02$ Hz to $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.1$ Hz in the responding converters.

It is important to note that the ADC only uses the local frequency measurement of its own grid. The ADC will allow for stable operation of the dc grid during fast frequency support and prevents the need for communications in determining which grid requires support.

### Table 1: ADC XOR Logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{RoCoF}$ (Hz)</th>
<th>$\Delta f$ (Hz)</th>
<th>XOR gate</th>
<th>Dead-band value (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 0.1$</td>
<td>$\geq 0.02$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.1 &lt; \Delta f &lt; 0.1$</td>
<td>$0.02$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\leq 0.1$</td>
<td>$\leq 0.02$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Simulations and Results

The four-terminal VSC-HVDC test system shown in Fig. 3 is used to compare the effectiveness of the fast frequency control schemes presented in Section 4. The converters of the test system are modelled as averaged two-level VSCs and have been implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. The MTDC system interconnects three separate ac grids to an OWF. The OWF and ac grid 3 (i.e. GSC3) export power into the dc grid. The OWF will also contribute to the fast frequency support via temporary overproduction (as discussed in Section 3). The parameters of the four-terminal system and the control gains of the frequency support schemes are summarised in Table 2.

The ac grids are represented using simplified models with a base load capacity of 40 GW [29], [30]. The reader is referred to [7] for the complete parameters of the ac systems.

It should be highlighted that averaged models are employed instead of switching models since the studies performed in this paper do not require a detailed representation of the fast switching dynamics of power electronic converters. The adoption of averaged models also reduces the computational requirements [21].

#### 6.1 Comparison of ACC, CC and DLC upgraded with the proposed ADC scheme

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed ADC scheme, two case studies are carried out. The fast frequency controllers are fitted with the proposed ADC scheme and with simulation results the effectiveness of the controls are compared with the ADC, without the ADC scheme and when no frequency control (NC) is considered.

**Figure 3: Four-terminal VSC-HVDC test system.**

**Table 2: Parameters of VSCs and droop coefficients.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Inductor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplementary Frequency Control Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k_p$</th>
<th>0.05 kV/MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_{pv}$</td>
<td>1/k_p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dc-f}$</td>
<td>20 MW/kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_V$</td>
<td>65 kV/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{PV}$</td>
<td>$V_{dc-f}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{off}$</td>
<td>0.025 Hz/kV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6.1.1 Case 1 - Single Imbalance

Fig. 4 shows the results due to a generation loss of 1800 MW in Grid 2 at $t = 5$ s. With NC, there is no frequency support from the MTDC grid and the frequency in Grid 2 falls to 49.49 Hz (i.e. the frequency deviation is 0.51 Hz). When the ACC is in operation only, the responding ac systems (Grids 1 and 3) transferring additional power to the disturbed Grid 2 experience a drop of frequency (see Fig. 4). When the frequency drop exceeds $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.02$ Hz, the VSCs connected to Grids 1 and 3 enter the frequency sensitive mode. The dc voltage droop on all onshore converters is disabled and the dc grid voltage becomes unstable at $t = 8$ s (see solid red line in Fig. 4). This loss in control of dc voltage impacts the OWF active power as well because of the presence of the $V_{dc-f}$ droop. It should be highlighted that the issues here highlighted are still present without an OWF providing fast frequency support [19].

With the proposed ADC present (denoted ACC+ADC), the converters connected to Grids 1 and 3 discriminate the frequency drop due to the provision of fast frequency support and change the set point from $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.02$ Hz to $\Delta f_{\text{dead}} = 0.1$ Hz. This operation prevents the VSCs connected to responding Grids 1 and 3 from entering the frequency sensitive mode. With the ADC fitted, the dc voltage remains stable while fast frequency support is provided (see solid blue line in dc voltage graph in Fig. 4). Also, unlike the case without ADC, the frequencies of Grids 1 and 3 return to their nominal values. This is a result of an increase in the powers of Grids 1 and 3 to their original values prior to the generation loss. As it can be observed, the frequency drop has been reduced to 0.39 Hz when the ACC scheme is used.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results when the CC is employed, when the CC is upgraded with the ADC (denoted
CC+ADC) and when no corrective actions are taken (NC). When the CC is employed only, the VSCs connected to responding Grids 1 and 3 activate their frequency support mode and disable the active power-dc voltage droop. This results in a rapid drop of power injected into Grid 2 (see solid red line in GSC2 power in Fig. 5) and a further frequency drop on the disturbed grid at \( t = 10 \) s (see solid red line). With CC operating alone, there are unexpected power flows because of a maloperation or lack of coordination between the converters. For the case of CC+ADC, the sudden drop of power transferred to the disturbed Grid 2 is avoided by modifying the set-point of the dead bands on GSCs 1 and 3 from \( \Delta f_{\text{BB1}} = 0.02 \) Hz to \( \Delta f_{\text{BB2}} = 0.1 \) Hz. As it can be observed, there is an additional frequency drop at \( t = 14 \) s but this is due to the recovery period of the wind turbine.

A comparison is also made when all converters use the ACC scheme only, when DLC is used with the proposed ADC (denoted DLC+ADC) and without a supplementary frequency control (NC). Fig. 6 shows the simulation results. It can be observed that the DLC scheme employed on its own still maintains system stability and steady power flows. This occurs as the system has both power-voltage and frequency-voltage droops active in the disturbed operation. Given that the ADC delays the converters from switching to their frequency sensitive mode where the voltage droop is disabled, the ADC-upgraded DLC gives the same results as when the DLC is employed only. In other words, the ADC does not provide any benefits as with the DLC a voltage droop is always active both in normal and disturbed operation.

A comparison of the performance of the different frequency control schemes upon the single imbalance scenario is provided in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>( \Delta f ) (Hz)</th>
<th>RoCoF (Hz/s)</th>
<th>Stable?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC+ADC</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC+ADC</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC+ADC</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison is made when all onshore converters use the ACC scheme only, when the ACC is upgraded with an ADC (ACC+ADC) and when no action is taken (NC), with results shown in Fig. 7. When the ACC is used on its own, the dc voltage droop on the onshore converters is disabled when the frequency deviation exceeds \( \Delta f_{\text{BB1}} = 0.02 \) Hz. A sudden drop of dc voltage occurs around \( t = 10 \) s (see blue line on Fig. 7) due to only the \( f-P \) droop operating on GSCs 1, 2 and 3 and no converter controlling the dc voltage. This is also seen to affect the power from the OWF. When the ADC scheme is included, GSC1 modifies its set-point from \( \Delta f_{\text{BB1}} = 0.02 \) Hz to \( \Delta f_{\text{BB2}} = 0.1 \) Hz. Therefore, GSC1 retains control of the dc voltage using a \( V_{dc-P} \) droop and restores the dc grid operation during the provision of fast frequency support (see red line on Fig. 7).

Fig. 8 shows simulation results when the CC is used on its own, when the CC is upgraded with an ADC (CC+ADC) and with no frequency control (NC). When CC is used only, all
VSCs initiate the fast frequency controls, disable their $P-V_d$ droop and enable their $f-V_d$ droops. Therefore, no converter regulates active power in the MTDC grid. There are frequency oscillations in the ac grids as a result of power oscillations from the GSCs (see blue lines in Fig. 8). Also, as a result of these frequency oscillations, the OWF temporary overproduction translates the dc voltage change at $t \approx 12.5$ s as a command to provide extra power again. For the case of CC+ADC, the ADC scheme allows the GSC1 to modify its set-point from $\Delta f_{1A1} = 0.02$ Hz to $\Delta f_{1A2} = 0.1$ Hz. As a result, operation of the power-voltage droop in GSC1 is maintained. This enables continuous stable dc voltage control, active power flow and frequency stability to the MTDC system (see solid red line in Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 shows the simulation results when DLC is used on its own, when used with the ADC (DLC+ADC) and with no frequency control (NC). As in Case 1, the DLC gives the same frequency response with and without the ADC, with power flow and dc voltage remaining stable.

A comparison of the performance of the different frequency control schemes upon the opposing frequency events is provided in Table 4.

### Table 4: Comparison of support schemes during multiple imbalance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Imbalance (Opposing Frequency Trend)</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>DLC</th>
<th>ACC+ADC</th>
<th>CC+ADC</th>
<th>DLC+ADC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta f$ (Hz)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{RoCoF}$ (Hz/s)</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Fast Frequency Controllers with Proposed ADC Scheme

In this section, all schemes (CC, ACC and DLC) are upgraded with the proposed ADC and their effectiveness is compared when multiple grid disturbances occur (a generation loss of 1800 MW in Grid 2 and a demand loss of 900 MW in Grid 3 at $t = 2$ s). Simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 for the case of DLC+ADC, CC+ADC, ACC+ADC and when no corrective action is taken (NC).

An improved ac grid frequency deviation and RoCoF are achieved in all three schemes. The CC+ADC scheme (solid blue line) provides the most frequency support followed by the ACC+ADC scheme (solid red line). The DLC+ADC scheme provides the least frequency support because of its power-voltage and frequency-voltage droops operate simultaneously. However, this combined voltage and frequency droop operation in the DLC scheme allows for the continuous control of dc voltage during the provision of frequency support, therefore the DLC does not need the ADC to ensure stability. A droop correction factor has been suggested to overcome the limited support capability of the DLC, but this requires fast communications [16].
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6.3 DC Grids with Different Frequency Control Modes

An additional study was carried out to investigate MTDC frequency support when each onshore VSC operates with a different frequency control scheme. Table 5 shows the supplementary control strategy used for each converter. Fig. 11 shows simulation results due to a generation loss of 1800 MW in Grid 2 and 900 MW demand loss at Grid 3.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10:** Comparison of all schemes. System response after a generation loss of 1800 MW in Grid 2 and 900 MW demand loss at Grid 3.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11:** Effect of the ADC scheme on different control modes in an MTDC system. Frequency variations in: (a) Grid 2; (b) Grids 1 and 3. (c) DC voltage variation. Power injections in: (d) GSC 2; (e) Grid 1; (f) Grid 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter</th>
<th>Supplementary Frequency Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSC1</td>
<td>CC +ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC2</td>
<td>ACC +ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC3</td>
<td>ACC +ADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFC3</td>
<td>Vdc/f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Proposed system with different control modes

7 Small-Signal Stability Study

To ensure that the supplementary frequency controls do not negatively affect the stability of the system, the small-signal model of the MTDC grid combined with the CC scheme for fast frequency support is derived. The CC scheme is selected for mathematical modelling because it was the most effective scheme when fitted with the ADC as shown by the results in Fig. 10. It produced the least frequency deviation and RoCoF compared to the other fast frequency schemes considered in this paper. The small-signal analysis shows the effect of the fast frequency control on the system modes and damping.

The combined MTDC grid including the fast frequency controllers can be described by the following state equation:

\[
\dot{x} = Ax
\]

where \( x \) is a vector denoting the states of the system. The stability of the system is determined by the eigenvalues of system matrix \( A \). The system is of 28th order. For mathematical modelling of the HVDC system the reader is referred to [31]. The ac grid is modelled according to [30] and the dc cables of both models are represented by resistors and inductors with parameters provided in [7].

To assess the validity of the small-signal model described by (5), this has been implemented in Simulink. Results from this model are compared with those obtained with the detailed model used in Section 6. System stability is assessed by calculation of the eigenvalues of system (5).

Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) show a comparison of the time-domain responses obtained with the small-signal and averaged models for a 10% step increase in power from the OWF. As it can be observed, the power variations in the different ac grids are similar for both models. With regards to dc voltage, it can be observed that the averaged model presents a faster response than its small-signal counterpart. The reason for this behaviour is due to the converters’ inner control loops being modelled only in the small-signal model. However, it can be concluded that the overall dynamic performance agrees on well.

Fig. 13 shows the eigenvalues of the system for parametric variations in droop gains \( k_{\text{pr}}, k_{\text{pf}} \). As it can be observed in Fig. 13(a), variations of \( k_{\text{pf}} \) from 30 to 65 kV/Hz do not affect the system eigenvalues (a close-up to the dominant eigenvalues is provided with the right-hand side plot); in other words, a variation in the frequency dead-band does not have an adverse effect in small-signal stability. Conversely, Fig. 13(b) shows the location of the eigenvalues as a function of droop constant \( k_{\text{pr}} \) in Grid 3, which has been modified from 0.005 to 0.15 MW/kV (i.e. from 10 to 300% of the original value). As it can be seen, the eigenvalues tend to exhibit a higher damping as \( k_{\text{pr}} \) increases. These results confirm that the system remains stable for a range of droop constants and, moreover, the frequency support schemes do not affect the normal operation of a system with proportional droop control.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, the effectiveness of three different fast frequency support schemes embedded in the terminals of MTDC grids has been assessed. As examined in this work, an unstable dc grid operation and reduced power transfer result from frequency variations on different ac systems connected to the dc grid during the provision of frequency support. This

---
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also affects the capability of an OWF in providing synthetic inertia support.

To address these issues, an ADC scheme has been proposed and fitted to the frequency support schemes. It has been shown through simulations performed in MATLAB/Simulink that the inclusion of the ADC helps to restore a stable operation and to improve active power transfer during multiple frequency oscillations on the interconnected ac grids. The ADC scheme allows each VSC to discriminate the location of a frequency disturbance and to modify the dead-band set-point of its own local frequency control algorithm. Among the studied strategies, the CC scheme when upgraded with the ADC achieved the best performance, followed by the ACC scheme fitted with the ADC and then by the DLC scheme. It should be emphasised that the DLC may not need the ADC as its voltage droop is always active.

The small-signal stability study of the entire system with the CC scheme fitted to the converters was also carried out and compared against time domain simulations to validate the model and confirm system stability. It is shown that the frequency droop and dead-band do not affect the small-signal stability of the studied system. Results show that the ADC improves the coordination of frequency support of the MTDC system and the OWF.
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Figure 12: Response to 10% step increase in wind farm power output. Comparison of small signal model (SS) to averaged model (AM). (a) Power variation in OWF and Grids 1, 2 and 3. (b) DC voltage variation.
Figure 13: Small-signal stability study of the system. (a) Root locus of the system for variations in droop gain $k_{pe}$. (b) Root locus of the system for variations in droop gain $k_{pp}$. In both cases, a zoomed view of the dominant eigenvalues is given by the right-hand side plots.
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